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and the Government should realize that the manufactures based
upon wool were the staple industries of the country, and the main
source of its wealth, as coal was to be in the future. The latter object
Deloney could pursue without fear of censure. It may be that he
was actually employed by the manufacturing houses whose praises
he sings to write his novels of industrial life, and that he was suitably
rewarded for his services. Perhaps, without any promise of reward,
he voluntarily took up the task which he had at heart.1 The dedica-
tion of his first story " to all famous Cloth-workers of England"
merely states that if his offering be kindly accepted he will think his
pains well recompensed, and that<f finding your gentleness answering
my hope" he will proceed with the history of Thomas of Reading
and other distinguished clothiers. But the possibility that he was not
unmoved by the expectation of reward gains in likelihood the more
his accounts of commercial enterprise are studied in connexion with
01 extinguish competitors Manufactuies were tending to move fiom the
towns into the countiy In the provincial towns and villages large businesses
weie growing up, like Jack of Newbuiy's or Thomas of Reading's These
represented the transition from the guild to the domestic system of manufacture.
It was a stage in the gradual pi ogress towaids modem capitalism, and it
performed most of the functions of modern capitalist enterprise ; yet it preserved
the community of interest and the social equality between master and workei
that had chaiacterrzed the guild The woikers were not yet meie hands,
the master was a friend and associate, not a mere employer In the metropolis
the change had hardly begun A London tiadesman with his journeymen
and prentices still formed a self-contained establishment not far removed
from that of the mediaeval guild sman The welfare of the City meichant
depended on the loyalty and good will of those who worked for him, or rather
with him The organization of his business was simple, and hinged upon
none of those complex external conditions which weie controlling factois
in the other case But the great clothier in the West or the North had to
see to the production of wool, to weaving, dyeing, fulling, and othei operations
in the manufacture of cloth, and to the vital business of maiketmg, and
commercial success depended on his carrying on these vaned activities un-
disturbed He stood for the principle of latssez-faire, the conseivative guilds
for protective legulation and monopoly, and the Goveinment was on the side
of the guilds, not peiceiving the inevitability of the change that was occuinng,
not realizing the great access of wealth it was bringing In its train. Hence
much hostile legislation aimed at the cloth trade Such a measure as the
Weavers Act of 1555 was a bulwark in defence of the guilds. Other restrictions
weie due to the exigencies of foreign policy Strikes, unemployment and
vagabondage were the results of these blows at a thuving industry, othei
causes aggravated the state of unrest which was at its worst in 1596, the
year of the great scarcity of corn, and the year before Deloney's Jack of Newbery
appeared.
1 The question is discussed by Chevalley (pp 239-245)* who concludes
from the absence of any mention of remuneration in his preface to the first
part of The Gentle Craft that Deloney was at any rate not actually commissioned
to write up the clothing business.

